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What is the
IEA Heat Pumping
Technologies?

A Technology Collaboration
Programme within the IEA since
1978
An international framework of
cooperation and networking for
different HP actors
A forum to exchange knowledge
and experience
A contributor to technology
improvements by RDD&D projects
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THE IEA HEAT PUMPING TECHNOLOGIES IS
The foremost worldwide source of
independent information and expertise on
environmental and energy conservation
benefits of heat pumping technologies
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THE ROLE OF IEA HPT
POLICY

INDUSTRY

ACADEMIA

MARKET
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HOW DO WE WORK?
Executive Committee

The board of HPT; one vote per member country

National Teams

Organisations representing national HPT activities.
A forum for discussion networking and creation of
new ideas.

The Heat Pump Centre

The central information activity of HPT
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THE HEAT PUMP CENTRE
Information dissemination
•
•
•
•

Publications (e.g. project reports)
Electronic Magazine (former Newsletter)
Website:
www.heatpumpcentre.org
www.heatpumpingtechnologies.org

Program Support
•

to ExCo, NTs and Project leaders

And
•
•

Generation of new activities
National Teams meetings
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EXAMPLES OF OTHER ACTIVITIES OF HPT
Position Papers
Placing heat pumping technologies higher on the political
agenda
Workshops and symposium
For example in conjunction with conferences, fairs, ExCo or Annex meetings
Coordination with other bodies
E.g. ASHRAE, other IAs, UNEP, AHRI, EU related
Cooperation agreements with IIR and EHPA
Participation at special events
Promotion of HPT
www.heatpumpcentre.org

CURRENT PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France

Germany
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
South Korea
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Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States

IEA SCENARIO FOR THE BUILDING SECTOR 2050
Population, household
numbers and service
sector activity will
grow significantly
faster in developing
countries than in the
OECD
Residential
buildings in OECD
countries are very
long-lived and
have significant
space heat loads
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In developing
countries, cooling
loads are much
more important
than heating.

HEAT PUMPS IN THE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PERSPECTIVES 2016
 Heat pumps are one key
technology to obtain the
potential reduction of carbon
emissions in urban areas

 Building envelope improvements
and high uptake of high efficiency
equipment like heat pumps are
assumed in the 2DS
 IEA estimates an 250% increase
in the use of heat pumps in the
2DS scenario
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Source: IEA ETP 2016

NORDIC ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PERSPECTIVES 2016
•
•

District heating networks need to be more diversified, have lower distribution temperatures
and open
The role of district heating will increase in the CNS*, electricity will grow to account for
almost half of the heat in district heating networks in 2050, through utility scale heat pumps
and electric boilers, provide flexibility for renewables integration
* CNS Carbon Neutral Scenario

 In the future heat
pumps are needed
which can not only
compete with but also
be combined with
district heating

Source: Nordic Energy Technology Perspectives 2016, IEA, Nordon
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NORDIC ELECTRICITY TRADE ACCORDING TO NETP 2016

 How can the Nordic
countries contribute to
reach the 2DS?
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EU STRATEGY ON HEATING AND COOLING
MOTION FOR A EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION
•
The European Parliament
– Expresses the view that, in Europe's temperate climate zone, reverse systems for heating (winter)
and cooling (summer) using heat pumps could become very important;
– Takes the view that the Member States should explore the possibility of using heat from geothermal
waters directly or from other sources indirectly, for example the heat contained in deep-sea mines
which could, with the help of huge heat pumps, heat whole towns, not just individual buildings;
EXPLANATORY NOTES
•
In the Mediterranean countries of Europe cooling is a matter of growing concern, and is linked to the
gradual warming of the climate. Appropriate architectural solutions, insulation and reversible heat pumps
– which pump heat out of a room in hot weather and pump it in when heating is required – can play a
significant role in solving this problem.
•
Reversible heat pumps are particularly energy efficient and have huge potential in terms of heating and
cooling. With that in mind, intensive research on such pumps is needed in order to develop innovative
new solutions.
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THE ROLE OF HEAT PUMPS IN CHINA
•
•
•
•

•

•

The Chinese government’s current 5-year plan introduced the
”coal to electricity” program
A result of Beijing’s high usage of coal for heating, which is the
major contribution of smog in Beijing
A total of 674,000 households, i.e. 134,800 each year, are
subject to this program
The General Office of Beijing New Rural Construction Leading
Group has unveiled "Guidelines on advocating switching to
clean energy from coal as well as coal reduction and
replacement in villages of the rural area of Beijing 2016".
Specifies a subsidy of RMB 24,000 (US$ 3,600) per household
in the entire village which converts from coal to electric
heating with air- or ground source heat pumps
The coal to electricity transformation program provides a very
good opportunity for the penetration of air-source heat
pumps
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HEAT PUMPS ARE ENERGY EFFICIENT AND RENEWABLE!
TARGETS THE CHALLENGES OF CREATING
THE SUSTAINABLE AND SMART:
City

Grid

Future

Industry
Building
Source: EHPA (2010)
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HEAT PUMPING TECHNOLOGIES IN THE FUTURE
• Heat pumping technology can significantly
contribute to reduction of CO2-emissions
• The future green electricity grid must be able
to handle intermittent production – heat
pumping technologies is an excellent electricity
sink in order to balance the grid
• Greening the grid makes heat pumping
technologies even greener!
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ANNEX 48 INDUSTRIAL HEAT PUMP, SECOND PHASE

?

The issue
How can we overcome existing difficulties
and barriers for the larger scale market
deployment of industrial heat pumps?

!

Work to do
Analyze case studies with large saving
potentials and develop a simplified model
for integration of heat pumps into a process.

=

Results & benefits
Condensed information material for policy
makers, associations, industries and training
courses showing the potential of IHP.
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ANNEX 47 HEAT PUMPS IN DISTRICT HEATING AND COOLING
SYSTEMS

?

The issue
How can heat pumps in DHC systems be
implemented in the best way?

!

Work to do
Mapping existing solutions, develop new ones,
and study market and energy reduction potential
and implementation barriers.

=

Results & benefits
Suggest how heat pumps can be implemented in
both new and old district heating systems in the
best way and describe the different types of
integration.
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Image source: SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden

ANNEX 46 DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEAT PUMPS

?

The issue
How can information on the technologies be
developed and targeted to end users, consultants,
building constructors and policy makers?

!

Work to do
Mapping and comparing available technologies
and system concepts and development of
standardized procedures and comparison models.

=

Results & benefits
Better understanding of how well
implemented DHW HPs reduce the energy
use and CO2-emissions.
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ANNEX 45 HYBRID HEAT PUMPS

?

The issue

How to increase implementation of hybrid
heat pumps in order to reduce energy use and
emissions of greenhouse gasses.

!

Work to do
Overview of markets, barriers and system
classification. Quantification of key performance
factors in a range of climates, countries and
building types and building standards

=

Results & benefits
Identification of applications with the greatest
environmental benefit & market potential, most
suitable system configuration & control strategy
and highest importance in future energy systems.
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ANNEX 44 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENT
SUPERMARKET BUILDINGS

?

The issue
The actual energetic performance and
energy saving potential of individual
supermarkets are often unknown.

!

Work to do
Creation of key performance indicators from
measurements and monitored data and
compare KPIs of various supermarkets.

=

Results & benefits
A benchmarking method for evaluation of
energy saving potentials of individual
supermarket buildings.
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ANNEX 43 FUEL-DRIVEN SORPTION HEAT PUMPS

?

The issue
To save the environment, solar thermal
cooling and fuel driven heat pumps need
measures for a wider market penetration.

!

Work to do
Development, evaluation and classification
of different solutions through e.g. field
tests.

=

Results & benefits
Two new gas driven heat pumps on sale,
two more to start summer 2016.
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ANNEX 42 HEAT PUMPS IN SMART GRIDS

?

The issue
How can heat pumps be used best in smart
grids to reduce energy consumption, CO2emissions and energy costs?

!

Work to do
Inventory of critical success factors for
implementation of heat pumping
technologies smart grids and smart cities.

=

Results & benefits
A scenario tool for smart grids in order to
support decision makers to select the most
competitive solution.
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ANNEX 41 COLD CLIMATE HEAT PUMPS

?

The issue
Is it possible to develop high performence
and cost-efficient air-source heat pumps for
cold climates?

!

Work to do
Evaluation of energy savings potential in
different cold climate locations of selected
technologies and system options.

=

Results & benefits
Identification of technology solutions that
significantly improves the performance that are
cost-effective and thus have a market impact.
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ANNEX 40 HEAT PUMP CONCEPTS FOR NEAR ZERO-ENERGY BUILDINGS

?

The issue
Find citeria for further developments of current
marketable heat pump systems to exploit specific
performance opportunities in NZEB

!

Work to do
Optimisation of concepts to reach
nearly zero energy consumption applying heat
pumps as core component of the building
technology.

=

Results & benefits
SPF of 4.4 can be reached for DHW production in blocks of
flats with a CO2-HP. Solar Assisted Ice-Slurry-Source HP, CO2
ground source HPs, Hybrid ejector/compression cold climate
air source HP are also results from technology development.
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Recently finalized!

ANNEX 39 A COMMON METHOD FOR TESTING AND RATING OF RESIDENTIAL HP AND
AC ANNUAL/SEASONAL PERFORMANCE
Recently finalized!

?

The issue
Lack of a common method for fair
comparison between different heat pump
types and competing technologies.

!

Work to do
Establish common calculation methods for SPF
and also comprehensive test methods based on
existing test standards that include test conditions
needed for the SPF calculations.
Results & benefits

=

Harmonization should be on ISO level, but with local variations, e.g.
climatic conditions and building demand profiles. A matrix of test
conditions could include both necessary and voluntary test points.
Simulation models should be very transparent for buildings, heating
systems and climatic data.
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ANNEX 37 DEMONSTRATION OF FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS IN
Recently finalized!
BUILDINGS – GOOD EXAMPLES WITH MODERN TECHNOLOGY

?

The issue
To demonstrate the potential with heat pumping
technology for all types of buildings from existing
field measurements to achieve further acceptance

!

Work to do
To compare results from field measurements and
ensure the quality in terms of system boundaries,
measured parameters, sampling intervals,
accuracy of measurements etc.

=

Results & benefits
Establishment of threshold values of SPFH3 to be regarded as a good
performing system.
In Sweden and Switzerland heat pumps resulted in average CO2
savings of more than 5 tonnes per year compared to an oil boiler. In
the UK the average saving is 1.25 tonnes CO2/year
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…AND STILL MORE TO COME
The following ideas are under discussion:
• Just started: Heat Pumps in Multi-Family Buildings
• Just started: Follow-up on Annex 40
"Heat pump concepts for Nearly Zero-Energy Buildings"
• Proposal: Development of Precompetitive Open and Standardized
Communication Protocols to Facilitate Commissioning and Recommissioning
• Proposal: Acoustic Signatures of Heat Pumps
• Idea: Non-Vapour-Compression Technologies
• Idea: Ground source heat pumps
www.heatpumpcentre.org

NATIONAL TEAMS’ MEETING 2016 (1)
Aim: To find and develop new interesting annex ideas
•

Preliminary agenda
– Acoustics of heat pumps
– The coordination between IEA HTP annexes and EU projects (or other regional projects)
– Ground Source Heat Pumps
– Air Conditioning (AC)
– “Development of precompetitive open and standardized communication protocols to facilitate
commissioning and re-commissioning”
[a long name for the continuation of Annex 36, “Quality Installation, Quality maintenance”]
– Non-vapor compression technologies for heat pumping technologies
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NATIONAL TEAMS’ MEETING 2016 (2)
•

The NT meeting will take place on Tuesday, 11 October 2016, at the Nürnberg Messe, Nuremberg,
Germany, at 09.00-16.30.
–

•
•

•

The NT meeting is free of cost, but there is an entrance fee (€ 25 one day, € 199 for everything ) to the Chillventa that
NT meeting participants need to pay

Please send me an e-mail, johan.berg@sp.se . Looking forward to seeing you there!
Other events at the same location in Nuremberg:
– Monday, October 10: Chillventa Congress, https://www.chillventa.de/en/events/1/chillventacongress/13982 .
– Wednesday-Thursday, October 12-13: Chillventa, https://www.chillventa.de/en
Together, the NT meeting, Chillventa Congress and Chillventa exhibition is a superb possibility to learn and
discuss about science, technology, and market for heat pumping technologies, as well as networking
within the HPT community
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12TH IEA HEAT PUMP CONFERENCE 2017
Rethink Energy – Act NOW!
In the city of Rotterdam, 15th-18th of May, 2017
www.hpc2017.org
The 12th IEA Heat Pump Conference aims to cover all aspects
of heat pumping technologies in the various markets ranging
from domestic buildings to industrial processes.
The Conference will have invited speakers as well as speakers
in a call for papers, where researchers are encouraged to give
their opinions and show their latest developments.
The conference offers an excellent meeting place for industry,
researchers and policy makers. Very good opportunity to
participate in the exhibition of the conference
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WELCOME TO CONTACT US
hpc@heatpumpcentre.org
www.heatpumpcentre.org
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